Electric lift trucks FAQ
Cost
Will an electric lift truck cost more than an internal combustion lift truck?

The cost of an electric lift truck is about the same as an internal combustion lift; however you will

need to add a battery and charger making the initial cost higher. The cost for charging equipment

varies based on which charger you choose to install. With fuel and maintenance savings, the initial

cost difference can be recouped within one to two years.

Why do electric forklifts cost less to fuel and maintain?

Electricity is more economical and efficient than propane or diesel fuel. Also, electric forklifts can

have 90% fewer parts than their internal combustion counterparts. With fewer parts, maintenance is

easier and repair costs are lower.

Can an electric lift truck last as long as an internal combustion lift truck?

Without engine heat and the breakdown of internal combustion parts, less maintenance is required

and fewer parts need to be replaced. In most cases, this results in a longer equipment lifecycle.

Batteries and chargers
What battery charging and storage options are available?

Opportunity-charged batteries charge up to two hours several times a day to remain up to 80%

charged. An eight-hour equalization charge is required each week. This charging method is ideal for

1-shift, 2-shift or light use 3-shift operations.

Conventionally charged batteries can run up to eight hours, then charge eight hours and cool for

eight hours. This charging method is ideal for a 1-shift operation. It can also be used for 2-shift or
3-shift operations, however additional batteries and a charging room may be required.

Most dealers will work with battery suppliers to find the right battery and charger combination for

your operation.

How long do batteries typically last?

Manufacturer warranties are typically five years
if batteries are maintained properly.

With proper watering and maintenance,
batteries can last much longer.

Lithium-ion batteries are entering the electric forklift

market. They offer several advantages over

lead-acid batteries and are maintenance free.

Operations
Will electric forklifts allow me to store more products?
Electric forklifts can operate in narrower aisles compared to internal combustion counterparts,
allowing you to store and move more product.
Can electric forklifts operate outside or in inclement weather?
Most forklift manufacturers offer electric, pneumatic-tire forklifts, which can operate in the rain, snow
or mud. The battery compartments are sealed and/or contained.
What are the lifting capacities of electric forklifts?
Most electric forklifts lift as much as conventional forklifts. Currently, some electric models can
lift up to 15,000 pounds. Specialty manufacturers have lifts that can exceed 35,000 pounds.
Do electric forklifts perform as well as internal combustion-powered forklifts?
Electric forklifts are more responsive and the lifting power is instantaneous.
What if we do not own our fleet?
If you utilize a third party for your logistics needs, the cost savings could be significant. Collaborating
with your logistics partner could result in positive benefits for both organizations. Let us help
facilitate a conversation to discuss the impact on your business and sustainability goals.

Environment
Do electric forklifts keep the workplace cleaner?
Electric forklifts have zero site emissions. A typical conversion to an electric forklift can reduce CO2
site emissions by 50 tons each year, which is the amount absorbed by 40 acres of forest.
Do electric forklifts produce less noise than their internal-combustion counterparts?
Electric forklifts are much quieter than conventional forklifts. They allow drivers to be more aware of
what is happening around them.
Are electric forklifts safer?
Electric forklifts have better visibility, reduce operator fatigue and are more stable than internal
combustion lifts. Health and safety risks could be reduced by eliminating combustible fuel and
harmful exhaust.

Make the switch and get a rebate*
Purchase or lease Class 1 or 2

Purchase or lease Class 3

Up to $1,000 per lift

Up to $350 per lift

Eligible equipment
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Electric motor rider trucks:

Electric motor narrow
aisle trucks:

Electric motor hand trucks or hand/
rider trucks:

Order picker, high-lift
straddle, side-loaders,
turret trucks, high-or
low-lift pallet

Low-lift platform, low-lift walkie
pallet, tractors, low-lift walkie/center control, reach type outrigger,
high-lift straddle, single face pallet,
high-lift platform, high-lift counter
balanced, low-lift walkie/rider pallet
and end control

Counter balanced rider,
stand-up, 3-wheel or 4-wheel
sit down, cushion or pneumatic tires

Learn more at
alliantenergy.com/forklift.
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Contact your key account manager or the
Alliant Energy Renewable Hotline at 1-800-972-5325.

*Visit alliantenergy.com/forklift for complete eligibility, rules and requirements.

